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Historical Musings
Comments on "The Contours of South Dakota Political Culture"

Editors' note: The Summer 2004 issue of South Dakota History (Volume 34,
number 2) featured a "Historical Musings" essay by Jon Lauck, John E. Miller,
and Edward Hogan entitled "The Contours of South Dakota Political Culture."
In their essay, the authors explored the influences that have shaped what they
call the "moderate republican political culture" of the state and set it apart
from its neighbors (p. 157). The essay generated considerable discussion
among readers. In the interest of further dialogue, Lauck, Miller, and Hogan invited five respondents to formulate their comments for a panel discussion at
the thirty-seventh annual Dakota Conference on Northern Plains History, Literature, Art, and Archaeology held at Augustana College in Sioux Falls, South
Dakota, on 23 April 2005. The comments of two of the panel participants are
presented here; the remaining essays will appear in the Fall 2006 issue of
South Dakota History.

Agrarianism and Progress
JON D. SCHAFF

In "The Contours of South Dakota Political Culture," Jon Lauck, John
E. Miller, and Edward Hogan have written a tour de force that ingeniously captures the breadth and depth of South Dakota's politics.
They have delved into the underlying roots of the state's unique
prairie-style conservatism, explaining how South Dakota is, in essence, a conservative and Republican state, yet with important strands
of populism that attack anything considered too big or too alien to the
South Dakota experience. Both big government and big business
come under fire in the state. The populist concern over corporate power explains why the citizens elect liberal Democrats like Thomas A.
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Daschle and Ceorge S. McCovern while remaining basically conservative and Republican.
There is much of interest in this excellent piece. I will focus my
comments, however, on the state's devotion to agrarian life because it
represents so much of what is commendable about South Dakota's
political culture but also, I will suggest, prevents South Dakota from
progressing economically. The attachment to agrarianism can be seen
as an admirable defense of the traditional rustic way of life, but it can
just as easily be seen as a defense of economic stagnation, creating a
shortage of opportunity. A state with a stagnant and increasingly aging population must consider the costs of defending an essentially
nineteenth-century economy in a twenty-first-century world. In the
course of developing this theme, I will quibble with the authors' description of Lincolnian Republicanism. Abraham Lincoln himself presented a powerful argument against agrarianism and in defense of
technology and economic diversity.
The authors make several claims about Lincoln and nineteenth-century Republicanism, arguing first that the Jeffersonian vision of the
"yeoman farmer" and its attendant agrarian politics had "become a
dogma" of the mid-nineteenth-century Republican politics into which
South Dakota was born (p. 159). Alluding to the state's roots in Lincolnian Republicanism, the authors note that Lincoln chose his neighbor
and family doctor, William Jayne of Springfield, Illinois, to be the first
governor of Dakota Territory.
While the intellectual origins of the Republican party are varied, the
strain of Republicanism Lincoln himself represented certainly does
not share the commitment to agrarianism suggested in "The Contours of South Dakota Political Culture." Historian John Patrick Diggins writes, "Although Lincoln had to pay homage to Jefferson, he was
actually closer to Hamilton in seeing farm life as nurturing the same
restrictive environment that had bred slavery as much as liberty." Like
Hamilton, Lincoln believed "industry and technology [were] the driving force of America's future."' Mark E. Neely, Jr., notes, "Lincoln
I. Diggins, On Hallowed Cround: Abraham Lincoln and the Foundations ofAmerican History
(New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press 2000), p. 47.
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fought his entire political Me for industrialization, and there was not a
pastoral bone in his body."^
Lincoln's political ideology has much more in common with the
Whiggism of Henry Clay than it does with JefFersonianism. As a
Whig, Lincoln supported improvements to the country's infrastructure, national banks, and a looser (but not unlimited) construction of
the Constitution to a greater extent than did the strict-constructionist
JefFersonians and Jacksonians. As president, Lincoln signed into law
measures that had enormous impact on the West, notably the Homestead Act and the Land Crant, or Morrill, Act establishing the country's agricultural colleges. But Lincoln also signed into law the Legal
Tender Act and the National Bank Act, both of which had much to do
with modernizing the American economic system. Lincoln and his
administration were much more active in promoting these latter bills
than either the Homestead or Morrill acts.'
Lincoln's views on technology and agriculture are best seen in
speeches he gave in 1858 and 1859—his two lectures entitled "Discoveries and Inventions" and his address before the Wisconsin State
Agricultural Society. In the first Discoveries and Inventions lecture,
Lincoln claims, "Man is not the only animal who labors; but he is the
only one who improves his workmanship."'* Lincoln goes on to outline
2. Neely, The Last Best Hope of Earth: Abraham Lincoln and the Promise of America (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1993), p. 10 (emphasis in original). Note Lincoln's
faint, and somewhat amusing, praise of farmers in his address to the Wisconsin State Agri.
cultural Society: "I presume I am not expected to employ the time assigned me in the mere
flattery ofthe farmers as a class. My opinion of them is that, in proportion to numbers, they
are neither better nor worse than other people. In the nature of things they are more numerous than any other class; and I believe there really are more attempts at flattering them
than any other, the reason of which I cannot perceive, unless it be that they can cast more
votes than any other" (Roy P. Basier, ed.. The Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln, vol. 3,
i8¡8-i86o [New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1953], pp. 472-73 [emphasis in
original]).
3. See Jon D. Schaff, "The Domestic Lincoln: White House Lobbying ofthe Civil War Congresses," White House Studies 2 (Winter 2002).
4. Basier, Collected Works, vol. 2, 1848-18^8, p. 437 (emphasis in original). Eugene F.
Miller suggests that the two lectures on "Discoveries and Inventions" are actually one lecture that became separated in Lincoln's papers. The content ofthe lectures tends to support
this view. See Miller, "Democratic Statecraft and Technological Advance: Abraham Lincoln's
Reflections on 'Discoveries and Inventions,'" Review of Politics 63 (Summer 2001): 485-515.
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the progress of technology and the various ways in which humans use
technology to ease their burdens and manipulate nature to their own
benefit. In the second Discoveries and Inventions lecture, Lincoln describes the development of education and the ways in which the work
of the mind is a kind of labor. Education and intellectual attainment,
he contends, can liberate one from having to toil on the soil.'
In the Wisconsin address, Lincoln points out to his audience of
farmers that he is not "one of your own number, or class."^ He further
argues in favor of "free labor," a class of workers who "are neither hirers nor hired." Lincoln indicates that free labor "gives hope to all, and
energy, and progress, and improvement of condition to all." He again
praises inventiveness and technological advancement, stating, "I
know of nothing so pleasant to the mind, as the discovery of anything
which is at once new and valuable—nothing which so lightens and
sweetens toil, as the hopeful pursuit of such discovery. "^ At the heart
of Lincoln's notion of progress and the concomitant political economy
is the notion that a diversified economy allows individual talents to
prosper and individuals to fiourish. Tying oneself to the land limits
one's prospects. Indeed, for Lincoln, it is the obsession with landed
wealth that serves as a buttress for the pro-slavery ideology.
This discussion leads me to the three authors' notion of progress
embedded in the idea of prairie agrarianism. To quote from Lauck,
Miller, and Hogan's essay, "Agrarian conservatism supports Republican party candidates who defend traditional cultural institutions, but
not if they are too hostile toward preserving the agrarian economic order" (p. 158). Thus, the typically Republican state elected Democrat
Tom Daschle to the United States Senate in 1986 due to the "unpopularity of President Ronald Reagan's farm policies and the resurgence
of agrarian populism during the depths of the 1980s farm crisis" (p.
163). It seems as though the people of South Dakota are uneasy with
the application of state power unless it is used to defend the agrarian
way of life. At this point, the South Dakota "conservative" becomes as

5. Basier, Collected Works, vol. 3,1858-1860, pp. 356-63.
6. Ibid., p. 473.
7. Ibid., pp. 478-80 (emphasis in original).
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much a champion of statist and anti-competitive policies as the typical
statist Democrat.
The authors further indicate that isolation from major financial and
industrial centers "continues to fuel suspicions of outsider market
manipulation" (p. 174). This fear apparently does not extend to distant
Washington, D.C, where federal manipulation of agricultural markets benefits South Dakota agribusiness to the detriment of consumers. Indeed, this use of the government to manipulate market
forces takes place within the state as well, as the authors note that
South Dakotans have recently used "the Populist party-inspired initiative process to enact a constitutional amendment outlawing corporate
ownership of farms, which many viewed as desecrating the state's
family-farm tradition" (p. 161).
The authors themselves note the population stagnation that has occurred over the last half century and resulted in significant portions of
the state now being classified as "unoccupied" (p. 173). Keeping young
people in South Dakota remains a major public problem. Young people naturally see few prospects for opportunity and prosperity in an
area dominated by an ever-shrinking agricultural base. Their outmigration creates public-policy dilemmas as the state is forced to care for
a disproportionably older population with fewer resources.
The dedication to an agrarian lifestyle that the authors identify with
South Dakota political culture represents both the virtue and the vice
of the state's politics. While ranking high in the "social capital" and
civic-mindedness that is often the hallmark of agrarian populist politics, the state, in its defense of agrarianism, limits its ability to bring
about the kind of change that will make South Dakota an attractive
place to live in the future. A quixotic defense of the family farm in the
face of corporate agriculture ties the state to a nineteenth-century
economy that offers little hope for posterity. The "family farm" is a
largely passé institution. The opportunities for those who want to continue that tradition are limited, while those who desire to move beyond farm life find they cannot fulfill their desires in South Dakota
outside of the urban areas of Sioux Falls and Rapid City. Most other
cities and towns, based on serving an ever-dwindling farming popu-
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lation, find themselves in population decline. A truism of political
analysis holds that areas that are growing in population are areas of
hope and progress. A decline in population is a sign that significant
numbers of people have decided they cannot achieve their hopes and
dreams in that location.
South Dakota populism manifested itself recently in a controversy
in Aberdeen, the state's third-largest population center, over the entry
of Super Wal-Mart into the economy. While the economic benefit of
the enterprise to consumers in the Brown County area cannot be
questioned, many in Aberdeen opposed Super Wal-Mari simply because it represents "corporate America" and threatens to displace local
businesses.* Like those who attacked corporate farming in the 1980s
and 1990s, those opposed to Super Wal-Mart would prefer stagnation
(in the case of Aberdeen, continued population decline) rather than
face the disruption caused by progress's "creative destruction."
Such is not to say that the agrarian populists of South Dakota have
chosen poorly. There is a value to the agrarian life that perhaps cannot
be calculated in economic terms. Perhaps that life is worth the continued stagnation and aging of the state. But we must come to grips with
the dilemma in which the state finds itself. Those who work among
South Dakota's young people, as we in education do, encounter daily
frustration over the effort given to educate the state's best and brightest so that they can find success in some other state. The decline in
population, and thus the tax base, over most of South Dakota will
mean more difficulty in providing education and other basic public
services. As the state clings to its tradition of agrarian populism, hanging on to economically outmoded systems and using the power of
government to subsidize unprofitable industry, it is supporting a particular way of life at a rather high cost. This tension between traditionalism and economic progress will continue to play out in South Dakota as local, state, and federal officials attempt to square the circle of
defending the status quo while trying to give hope to a new generation
of South Dakotans.
8. See, for example, Aberdeen American News, 20, 29 Jan., 2 Feb. 2005.
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Navigating through South Dakota Politics
ERIN HOGAN FOUBERC

Every election cycle in South Dakota brings a new set of political oddities to ponder. Why does a state with a legislature that is overwhelmingly Republican often elect liberal Democratic senators.^ How does a
visit by a sitting president who had overwhelming support in the state
actually hurt a senatorial candidate from the president's party.' How
can a third-place candidate stealthily rise to win in the last few weeks
of a hard-fought primary? Each election teaches us something about
South Dakota voters and, in turn, about South Dakota's political culture. Trying to make sense of the oddities of election outcomes in order to capture an image of South Dakota's political culture is a difficult proposition. As with a jigsaw puzzle, many pieces fit together
quite nicely, but election oddities can tempt political pundits and academics to try to force some pieces into the puzzle and to redefine
other pieces to make them look as though they fit.
Jon Lauck, John E. Miller, and Edward Hogan have begun the process of assembling the jigsaw puzzle that is South Dakota's political
culture. The authors give thoughtful, historically grounded answers to
questions that lie at the root of political culture: Who should be involved in politics.' What issues should politicians address? What kinds
of people should be elected? Specifically, the authors explain the penchant South Dakota voters have for the young-and-enthusiastic as well
as the powerful-but-not-too-big-for-their-britches candidates. The authors also discuss why small towns play such a big role in South Dakota politics and why Minnesota has an organized left but South
Dakota does not.
As a political geographer who studies elections, I am typically concerned with two concepts: political regions and scale. Academics and
members of the media have effectively constructed two political regions in the state divided by the Missouri River and defined as "East
River" and "West Riven"' With only two television media markets in
I. For a more detailed analysis of the East-River versus West-River division and its role in
one voting issue, see Erin Hogan Fouberg, "South Dakota Gaming: A Regional Analysis,"
Great Plains Research 6 (Fall 1996): 179-212.
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South Dakota (Sioux Falls in the east and Rapid City in the west),
statewide political campaigns reinforce the divide by appealing to either East-River or West-River concerns through television advertising.
Lauck, Miller, and Hogan explicitly address political voting regions
at the end of their article, going beyond the East River-West River explanation of South Dakota politics to add a central voting and political
cultural region. The state's regions as the authors delineate them include the Agricultural Interior (eastern South Dakota), the Great
Plains (central), and the Black Hills (western). While these designations go farther toward accurately poitraying the political cultures of
the state, the central section is simply too diverse to be called a single
region. The authors' Great Plains region is composed of a complexity
of political cultures, including conservative Germans from Russia in
north-central South Dakota, American Indians on six reservations,
ranchers in remote Harding County, and state government employees
in and around Pierre.
To define and map the political cultural regions of South Dakota accurately, we also need to consider areas of the state that may not be
contiguous. For example, on certain issues such as gambling, voters
in Minnehaha, Pennington, and Brown counties have voted similarly
over time. In South Dakota as well as in North Dakota, a conservative
western region extends east ofthe Missouri River. The region Lauck,
Miller, and Hogan define as the Great Plains includes counties in
both Dakotas that I have defined through my own research as falling
into four different political regions (Liberal, Increasingly Liberal, Increasingly Conservative, and Conservative).^
In delineating political regions, we also must consider change. Although change may come quite slowly to many parts of the state, recent growth in some urban counties (including inmigration from outside the state or country) creates and refiects change. The growth of
Sioiox Falls, may, in fact, create two different political regions in the
state: Siovix Falls and the rest of South Dakota. This dichotomy in
statewide politics would be similar to Nebraska's experiences with
2. See Robert H. Watrel and Erin Hogan Fouberg, "Presidential Voting Regions ofthe
Northern Great Plains: No Need for an East Dakota and West Dakota," Great Plains Research
10 (Spring 2000): 189-213.
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Omaha. The expansion of evangelical fundamentalist Protestant
churches in different regions of the state also creates change. People
impassioned about fundamental religious beliefs tend to be more
willing to run for local offices—affecting the actions of school boards
and city councils, for example—and are more likely to bring moral issues such as gay marriage up for vote in the state legislature.
Who we are, what we are concerned with, and how we vote all vary
across local, regional, state, and national scales. Political geographers
define the term "scale" as the territorial scope or extent of an event.
Simply put, we can analyze elections at these different scales to compare how individuals voted in local, state, and national elections.
In making their choices, voters consider their own "nested identities" and, in turn, the issues that concern them at each scale. Geographers have developed the concept of nested identities through studies
around the world from Europe to Sri Lanka. A person's identity is the
way in which they see themselves, and each person has a different way
of seeing themselves at different scales, from local to global.' A single
voter may see herself as mother and church member at the local scale,
as an employee who drives to work and shop in Aberdeen at the regional scale, as a taxpayer who pays enough taxes at the state scale,
and as "not from the East Coast" at the national scale. In every election, this single voter navigates through politics, choosing which identity and which scale means the most to her. She may vote for someone
who will charge her more in taxes at the state scale if she sees the
taxes benefiting her community and school at the local scale. And in
South Dakota, perhaps more than anywhere else, she may vote for a
person who seemingly contradicts all of these identities and concerns
if she has met the person, likes the person, and feels that candidate is
the "right person for the job." In a single election, this voter may cast
her ballot for a Democrat for the school board, a Democrat for the
county commission, a Republican for the legislature, a Republican for
3. See, for example, Guntram H. Herb and David H. Kaplan, eds.. Nested Identities: Nationalism, Territory, and Scale (Lanham, Md.: Rowman & Littlefield, 1999), and Gillian Rose,
"Place and Identity: A Sense of Place," in A Place in the World? Places, Cultures and Globalization, ed. Doreen Massey and Pat Jess (Oxford, Eng.: Oxford University Press, 1995), pp.
87-132.
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governor, and a Democrat for president. Those of us who are interested in politics do ourselves a disservice by defining this voter as simply a "soccer mom" or a "female voter" in a "red state."
Adding to the diversity of South Dakota's regions, scales, and voting
groups is the state's American Indian population. Most of the discussion of American Indians in South Dakota politics today is about "getting the Indian vote." American Indians achieved universal suffrage
in 1924 under the federal Indian Citizenship Act. However, like African Americans, American Indians did not gain consistent access to
participation in all elections until the 1960s. In South Dakota, counties were known to gerrymander and dilute Indian voting as recently
as 1975. Political scientists have studied the ways American Indians
vote in tribal, local, state, and federal elections. In tribal-government
elections, family lineage and residence on or off the reservation affect
voters more than does membership in a particular political party. During the twentieth century, American Indians were most likely to vote
in tribal and federal elections and least likely to vote in state elections.
The differing voter turnout across scales reflects the feeling (or lack)
of enfranchisement in governments at these scales.'*
In addition to studying how voters behave at different scales, political geographers study scale as a social construct. Politicians and others construct scales themselves. Defining regions to be won (such as
Indian Country or Minnehaha County) constructs a scale of political
engagement. Politicians, members of the media, and academics can
also rescale issues, casting a local issue as a national one or a regional
issue as a local one, thereby changing the scale at which the issue becomes a concern and, in turn, changing the issue itself For example,
through protests and media coverage, citizens can propel the local issue of building of a Super Wal-Mart in Aberdeen or Rapid City to a
new scale by recasting it as a statewide issue (Is this what we want for
our state?) or a global issue (What is the role of a giant corporation in
a local place?).
4. Daniel McCool, "Indian Voting" in American Indian Policy in the Twentieth Century, ed.
Vine Deloria, Jr. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1985), pp. 105-34; Vine Deloria,
Jr., and Clifford M. Lytle, American Indians, American Justice (Austin: University of Texas
Press, 1983), pp. 222-26.
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Using the Lauck, Miller, and Hogan article as a springboard, political geographers and political scientists now need to study the numerous scales operating concurrently in South Dakota politics. To discern
how South Dakotans navigate through politics, we shotild examine a
group of newcomers to the state and compare them to long-term residents in different regions of South Dakota (including Indian Country). We must find out from voters which of their identities and which
issues mean the most to them at different scales and determine what
type of voting behavior results at each of these scales. Additionally, we
must question people about political culture, asking how voters see
politics, politicians, the role of government, and their place in politics.
Through intensive studies such as these, we could discern whether
scalar politics in South Dakota are similar to those in other states or
whether they vary by region within the state. We can also study campaigns, press releases, and press coverage to see how politicians rescale issues and what role the media plays in the scaling of issues in
the state.
Gaining an understanding of how South Dakotans navigate through
politics in the state's different regions and how the actors rescale issues
will give us a much dearer view of the jigsaw puzzle of South Dakota's
political ctilture. To see the complete puzzle, we must imagine it in
three dimensions, as having several layers and several scales all operating at once.
Confessions of an Agrarian Conservative
T H O M A S D. ISERN

Throughout my reading of the essay, "The Contours of South Dakota
Political Culture," a nagging sense of familiarity gave me pause. It
seemed as if I were driving into a town where I had never been before,
but I knew where to turn, and where to find the café or the gas station
or the courthouse. Come to think of it, that is exactly the way I feel
when I drive into most any prairie town. I have become my subject,
the Great Plains of Norih America, or perhaps I always was. And I feel
like I, personally, am the object of this essay by Joh Lauck, John E.
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Miller, and Edward Hogan. Not that I agree with everything they say,
but I am unabashedly, happily, that essential agrarian conservative
they write about. What a relief to know that I am where I belong!
Let me get right to the disputations, although, in line with the three
authors' characterizations of regional civic culture, I will be nice. My
disputations are three, each having to do with what I think is a confusion or misperception about our political culture. The first concerns
confusion as to region. "Like other states of the Midwest and Great
Plains,..." the essay begins (p. 157). Should we decide this? I vote for
membership in the Great Plains. To the extent that we attempt to cast
South Dakota, or North Dakota or Nebraska for that matter, as Midwestern, to that extent we are delusional. The Midwest is cozy; the
Great Plains are vast. Even more than physiography, social and economic status make us part of the plains. I refer to our colonial status
(see my comments below), a manifestation of metropolis-hinterland
theory. Sioux Falls is a metropolis only in the context of South Dakota;
in the larger world it is a node in the hinterland. We Dakotans live in
the Great Plains.
My second disputation pertains to an overemphasis on Union Republicanism and an underemphasis on ethnicity. The authors contend that settlement of South Dakota by people of Union Republican
sentiments in the post-Civil War era gave the state its long-term Republican cast. This sort of Hartzian explanation (attributing the political character of the state to the values of its founding settlers), although largely a matter of faith, is all right with me, but I dispute the
initial characterization.' It gives too little credit to the immigrant heritage of the northern plains. I recall the old story that historian Emory
Lindquist used to tell about the Swede who described his mutually
reinforcing loyalties by pronouncing, "I'm a Republican, I'm a Lutheran, and I drive a McCormick self-binder." Northern European ethnicity is a powerful explainer of Republican affinity; Swedes, Norwegians, and German Protestants joined the Grand Old Party when it was
I. See Louis Hartz, The Liberal Tradition in America: An Interpretation of American Political
Thought since the Revolution (New York: Harcourt Brace, 1955).
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still young. Of course, there is a considerable intersection of the two
sets. Union and immigrant. Northern European ethnics mostly lived
in Union territory and, when they fought, wore blue.
Finally, "The Contours of South Dakota Political Culture" contains
too much backslapping about social capital. I have read the same studies the authors have, but having lived all my life on the plains, I just do
not believe the studies. We are not, by and large, that cohesive as communities or that civic-minded as citizens. One factor that skews study
results is the high degree of religiosity, or church membership, in
the region. Most ofthat membership is in churches that practice individualistic faiths, which do not necessarily serve to bind the larger
community together. The other factor that renders the studies questionable is that much civic participation in the region is a matter of default-mode necessity. In a town of five voters, perhaps everyone holds
a city office, thus registering a high level of civic involvement, but that
situation does not mean the citizens are particularly active. They are
just there. If our communities were as cohesive as the studies say they
are, they would not have unraveled to the extent they did over the past
half-century.
These disputations, although marked, are not fundamental. Indeed,
in at least three ways I adjudge the authors' characterizations of our
political culture to be spot on. First, the general characterization of
"agrarian conservatism" rings true. I never have bought into the wistful claims ofthe New Left that the Great Plains are a land of agrarian
radicalism. Most of what may appear to be radical derives from the
"agrarian" part of the descriptive phrase and is a matter more of defending rural values than of overthrowing capitalism. In embracing
the term "agrarian conservatism," however, I do not wish to be misconstrued as buying into that other metropolitan penchant for painting rural activists as reactionary bigots. I think it is indeed accurate to
call them conservatives. Moreover, I insist on employing the word
"conservative" properly. Most Americans, when they say "conservative," really have in mind what the rest ofthe English-speaking world
calls "liberal;" that is, a party or ideology that calls for maximizing human liberty, personal and economic. Farmers are not "conservative,"
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as we Americans say, or "liberal," as the rest of the world says, in this
sense. Rather, we agrarian conservatives of the northern plains embrace that conservatism which emphasizes personal responsibility
and respects personal liberties, but at the same time recognizes the
need for the community or the state to take positive actions to help the
unfortunate and promote the general welfare.
Second, the authors correctly recognize the legacy of colonialism.
Erom territorial times on, we of the plains have bemoaned our tributary status. Nowadays, when we rehash our old grievances against the
railroads and the millers and the federal bureaucrats, someone is
likely to bring up embarrassing facts about our dependency on federal transfer payments—farm programs, military bases, university research grants, and the like. These, however, are the proof of the point.
Such transfers are the forms of colonization and recolonization, and
dependency is the status that results. I am not saying that federal
transfers are bad—as a farmer and an academic researcher, I have
never returned a federal check—but I am saying they are symptomatic
of our dependent status.
Third, the essay points up the juxtaposition of intimacy and distance. On the Great Plains, we recognize the effects of geography. Environment affects, even shapes, human affairs everywhere, but on the
plains we talk about it more and respond consciously to it. The factor
of distance, what some scholars call the "social cost of space," would
seem to dictate isolation, including isolation from our public officials.
The opposite is the case because, in fact, we live in an oasis society.
More today than ever, we transact our business, economic or social, in
the towns. We gather in the centers and are accustomed to driving
long distances for activities. Thus, in this land of presumed isolation,
it is much easier for our public officials to remain in touch with citizens than in other large states. We citizens see and converse with our
officials and expect them to stay in contact. Eamiliarity does not breed
contempt; it breeds expectations, which is a good thing for democracy
in the region.
These remarks about the social cost of space and our oasis society
derive from a classic work by a rural sociologist of the northern plains.
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Carl Kraenzel, author of The Great Plains in Transition.^ He told us in
1955 what our regional society would look like today. His ideas, too,
foreshadowed some key interpretive concepts that would come along
late in the twentieth century, concepts that should be introduced into
our discussion of regional politics, for they are intriguing and, I argue,
applicable.
The first of these ideas is dependency theory. The dependency theorists, or dependistas, are mainly scholars in the southern hemisphere.
This line of interpretation originated in the Southern Cone of South
America, in Chile and Argentina, as a way of explaining long-lasting
disadvantage in those countries. It spread to other southern nations,
as exemplified in Settler Capitalism: The Dynamics of Dependent Development in the Southern Hemisphere by Donald Denoon.3 Dependency
theory tells us that colonization, which we on the northern plains prefer to call settlement, establishes certain structures, relationships, and
habits of thought that become entrenched. Although colonial people
bemoan their tributary status, many of them are so invested in the
colonial system that they work to maintain it. Economic relationships
and political affiliations are examples of such investment. The prospects for decolonization, therefore, are not good.
What I find unappealing about dependency theory is its whining
tone, its preoccupation with conferring victim status. So, I turn to the
second new interpretive idea for understanding political life on the
northern plains—postcolonialism. This line of interpretation comes
from literary theory, but whereas it first concerned reinterpretation of
texts, it now applies to a whole state of mind. Postcolonialism, too, has
a tendency to dwell on victimization, but the very prefix, "post," gives
the concept a different sense of destiny. Postcolonialism tells us that
yes, we have been held down, but there always has been a survivalist
resistance, even if only rhetorical, among the colonials, and history is
on our side.
To conclude, I wish to issue a caution as to how we, as historians,
2. Kraenzel, The Great Plains in Transition (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1955).
3. Denoon, Settler Capitalism: The Dynamics of Dependent Development in the Southern
Hemisphere (New York: Oxford University Press, 1983).
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employ interpretive ideas. In a recent and notable contribution to the
philosophy of history entitled The Landscape of History: How Historians
Map the Past, John Lewis Gaddis reminds us that there is no such
thing in history as an independent variable.^* The political culture of
South Dakota cannot be explained by any particular cause, nor, even,
can it be explained by summing all the causes. The variables come in
sequences and degrees and combinations and circumstances that,
while they can be charted and discussed, cannot be calculated. The
only way they make sense is to tell the story. It is useful to isolate and
talk about the variables as the equivalent of bulleted lists, but such is
not the way political life, or any aspect of our history, actually happens. It happens as process, that is, as a story. And in our attempt to
understand political life on the plains, that story is what we lack. We
should get to work on it.
Consider this: when you commit a political act, even one so mechanical as voting, how do you situate your action? Do you think,
"Here are the variables—economic data, issue statements, my own
best interests—and based on the calculation of these variables, here is
my vote.'" I doubt it. Rather, you think, "This is who I am, this is who
we are, and based on our experience, on our story, and given that experience, here is my vote." We vote according to history. We are who
we are. I happen to be an agrarian conservative.
4. Gaddis, The Landscape of History: How Historians Map the Past (New York: Oxford University Press, 2002).
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